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^ The fact was, that at that low-eye level Mary was more of a slant- and very feminine-eye
rhyme, trending like a greater-than in the matter of James' keen attention, and had he been
more like his wife he would have mentally rumined- or rumbled-on longer than he did -on such
long-past elementary things he had been told, i.e. the mnemonic little alligator chomping
always on the larger of a two, which practice James never observed except half of every chance
he got, in pulsive many minutes fickly and zealously, and so James never really followed the
rule of that crocodile, or never really followed the rule of that alligator, the discriminating
therebetween he understood to be by noting the breadth of the business end, the breadth of
what's coming at you. He did that very happily, he couldn't think without laughing to himself,
being that much like his wife to do so, that is to laugh to himself like some crazy person on
a bench, though briefly and being done with it then, letting it away. They weren't such odd
eggs together, really, the two; it was just a matter of degree or proportion between them.
You see.

An impossible sort of hotel, a structure built only of its inhabitants, quiet-laid staid and heavystood toned; James lay mortar-pressed flat in the lobby floor and felt in his body it all changing now.
They had as all of them had shoved and squirmed alone on arrival into holes and gaps found and fit-to as
well as their strength allowed. Always again they came and always they came, that is, changed the old
place to their selves sunk down into walls and to floor until fluids-ripped and wrenched back to gap they
pulled out free and to the check-out. James had felt to the days the time to go, but stood there frustration-stymied there at just the verge of leaving. So he paced swum back and forth the floor, waiting on
the exit desk and wanting-at for the elevator door. Only he of the building was broken against the foundation-tide flow, held in and down to hold-to while still-lying there. Mary lay upstairs, and all of him
wanted for her call and to leave.

So if an old friend I know
Shoveitupyournosedrops by to say hello,
Would I still see suspicion in your eyes?
---subliminal ad libitum, Elvis Presley As Recorded At Madison Square Garden, 10 June 1972

At Mary's scream and start-call he fled the lobby-gate, running through the elevator shaft, deep into
the heights of the hotel. James heard shear through him her voice-rise falling-- again up as whooping
felt then off to a brief exhaust-- again, rising to breaking and falling short to brace herself. He found
her floor high up, here the hotel white, plastic-and-metal flowing with bit- and ether gas. Sterile-andorder keeping people of the floor held him back but he got to in the door and seeing saw Mary the bed and
the birthing and medical apparatus people there for the labor. All of them were useless; Mary screamed
and screamed and Mary screamed.

Oh let our love survive
Oh dry the tears from your eyes
Let's don't let a good thing die
'cause honey, you know I've never lied to you
No, not much
I'm caught in a trap
I can't walk out
I hope this suit don't tear up baby
---ibidem

As James approached the bed she screamed up higher, and in-tents to point her frame stretched head to
her foot and the pain was all over. As he touched her she topped, and one final release of the sound and
her pain, and his delivery was complete then and her delivery was complete. Mary buried down to a taters
and up-yum, a taters down yum-and-frequentative sleep then, a psych- and a tract-elle, a sleeping and
down-lull; all the technitions slunk across the floor and out, leaving them alone quiet and now, the room
changing, standing the same, as if an eye’d closed, growing flat and dead. The floor grew only carpet
wrung of all inhabitance; the bed and Mary now distinct, in not of, and James lying beside and all blanket
and sheet over her. There started a jarring rumble and quake as the walls and windows turned to blind
plaster, furniture only static and dumb, James and Mary alone and in possession of the room, and as Mary
slept the sound less and beautiful room in its entirety broke cleanly free of the hotel and out into the
beautiful rest of the world. And the only sound was the sound of the carrying soft wind, and with it
James went out to sleep.

Once home it didn't take long for them to lose their way again. They lost husbands and wives, the
closeness and changes of their children and families, the regular contact with old friends and lovers,
their hold on normality, and finally, somehow and somewhere, they lost God.
---PD BT ownshend, All the Best Cowboys Have liner notes

The Quick and the Quick and Dead and the Dead

or, Both

Shattuck means the people.
---Shih-Jye Hong

James possessed one memory of his wife Mary, one vision from his fifteenth year, one moment in a
time when such visions held superstitious resonance and revelation so expansive that he could only
see smell and fear but never conceive. Mariel-- Mary-- sat alone in a wooden-slat stencil-painted SM-I folding chair, placidly see-and-accepting the passers-by, a proper dress-and-buttons young girl,
something and beautiful, someone new to James of terror and unspeakable. It was as usual a stiff
old late morning-sun hot for the graduation formation, and as the newly promoted woolen-sweat cadets
loosened and relaxed last-chatting with their buddies, the parents and alumni and showcase-dependents
thereupon such as James and Mary all milled, satis and secure in pleasantry-conversation and warmed
hellos. He knew who she was as a matter of course, having had stood stamped in his imagination as
something valhalla-delicate, protected, elemental, sort of legendary. He had seen her picture,
sneaked in and out of a Christmas-card pile at his home until he started to wonder why it fascinated
him and he destroyed it. Their fathers had been in the same class. Right now he looked uneasily at
her, and she watched him as she did everyone, although of course he saw hesitation on him. But
after all there was nothing for him to say to her, and he passed by.
Later that year came someone calling to telephone the news of the long-expected death of Mary's
father, and James' parents flew up for the funeral. James felt bad then and more oddly about having
passed her by, and the next spring at the graduation it took until the whole trip home for him to
realize why she had not been there.
--Mariology:
Mary L.
Mary L
Mary Ell
Mary-ell
Maryell
Mary'll

(too pseudo-formal or -stuck-up)
(told people it stood for "like Truman")
(people thought either ellen or some southern Mary-Bob thing)
((with one or two) too much like Jor- or Kal- El or L)
(looks like mar + yell, "an unhappy marriage of connotation")
(used this one a long time, though people would mistake it for an accent and call her muhREE-uhl, which sounded like "my real")
Marielle (too nicely feminine, dropped once mature, nice emphasis on the ell)
Mariel
(like the Hemingway, and then would spell it, hoping never at least to need to spell it by
some bad coincidence to the same person on the Earth more than once. She never once said,
"like Mariel Hemingway", and she "ooh ooh ooh" wanted to say "spelled the Hemingway" but
of course there’s only so much awkward cleverness people will take)
--James played music, but not arty. In fact he played just because he liked the sounds the instruments made, the sounds of even just simple chords and intervals and even just the notes. And so he
took rather easily to teaching kiddies since the main impediment he saw to such was frustration and
embarrassment at such low quality of playing. Many of them played very poorly. James really even
liked the interesting sounds an ugly squawking reed or a dry flatting horn made, and since he wasn't
stupid and liked his students and had good musical training, actually, and made a good effort he had
his success. Music wasn't for James a form of expression like drawing or speaking or even athletics
but rather more a form of self-ordering meditation, like say meditating, or sitting in a hot tub of
water or gardening or even athletics. And it was a good job and he enjoyed it.
And Mary would say "James, come here... yes all of you James," which he took with a comma of
direct address, meaning "your whole body, Jim", when really for years she had meant to mean to come
o come you each and every Jame. As if he were the one with the dumb name. Hell he just fell for it
for years, never even knowing. She would also at times short-and-long mispronounce his vowels, a
bed-name you would know of some familiarity, but that he understood as intended.
And if anyone ever even mouthed the words "---- ---- quite cont----" she would switch her face
off, fied out and acid with hatred just gagging in her, fluster and unspoken deprecation. James,
obviously, would never, even before he ever met her, ever have said such words to Mary, because he
loved Mary right out to an extremity. It really only happened once or twice.
--And the First Band company spent three evenings excused in hearsing through the three songs given
to them by Mr. Presley's organization in beautiful bluely hand- and mimeographed sheets regardless of
copyright. It was just until their lips and fingers were as useless as one another that they decided to push for one last run through it, hit back to the books and rest a day waiting for Elvis, who
that bastard never came.
There were things said, various and sundry, making up difficulties and extrapolating excuses for
Mr. Presley not calling to make arrangements which were unnecessary for the appearance which he never
made, and among or somewhere between them those who wanted to believe it and those too cowardly to
hazard an opinion came to think that their repeatedly -extended waiting was justified. They waited
morning to afternoon and night to Sunday, Monday to Saturday to second semester. An entire class of
boys graduated bitterly too far away from the school should Mr. Presley ever come.
The few words were, the head master proffered Mr. Presley's inability to perform at the Institute
because of his union or contractual restrict- and obligations, and this became accepted, in the words
of a junior logistocrat in Col. Parker's (hon.) organization, that Mr. Presley could not yet in good

conscience appear until preexisting legal obligations were settled.
There were many who chose to pretend that they had presupposed the whole process would take Mr.
Presley at the least the one year they had stood around twiddling testy, and this was best accomplished this pretense by affecting to pass over needing no comment the rude implication that Mr.
Presley was not moving fast enough to suit some pip little yap sophomore with a quick-set fuse.
The truth was the third year they moved and forgot about Elvis. Some local loser merchant with a
pile to push effected a vote to pull up and move to some cheap fill land, and even after rebuilding
in the new less-than-urban Not-Saint Louis drained swamp they would achieve a savings of twice the
current endowment, and in this day and this age of blah blah blah not-for-profit institutions all
around the country are coming to blah blah blah if we are to secure the kind of excel-over blah blah
blah blah blah, and so bibbidy bloobidy diddley piddley poobidy wawa poopoo, poopoo piddley poopoo
dada peepee poopoo. It was only this Ivory-poo sham new anachronym school of cinders and modular
blocks, ----brains cant and prefable that James knew as an employ and never grew to like or care
for, but spent some summers and Mary stayed home and missed him, lost time.
Wasted time; there was one kid who said, Presley was a bastard for not showing up, that bastard.
--Mary for a while had spelt her name with one or two ells either, on just the whims and breezes of
her own authority, and she laughed to herself when learning to write cursive they all of the third
grade of school had to write whole long lines of eyes and ells, all across the page like the good
old mud and lilting kind of a bigger-ox bowing Mississippi, which she took to thinking of as the
Millillilli. M-I-L-L-I-L-L-I-L-L-I she sang to herself when walking along bored, 'l-i, 'l-i 'l-i.
They all sang a song of liking too-oot ooples oond b'noonoos, eeples eend b'neenees, and she imagined
verses of allels al alallals, oolools ool oolooloos. It was a point of stubbornness in her. She
had read of William Shakespere and other such respectable men before the stabilizing advent of school
primmers who had spilt their names this way for a spell and then that, and she felt justification in
doing as well; it became for her the mnemonic mark of the small private eras in her life, the way
she spelled her name. She saw others fill whole days and pages practicing and daydream-refancying
their signatures into stylized little John-cocks, but she just left her written name in with the rest
of her written words, in a slightly girlishly rounded version of the chalkboard-model letters she was
taught, though becoming by the time she was all out of school only semi-cursive, lost of its slant
and eventually rather messy.
--The normally Christmas break from schooling became in its own sad stead just a no-way enjoyable
rash of unhappily disturbed little cadets across those few states, mostly, all of them coming to suspect that all the other boys were studying harder than they were, and it just went from there into a
real p---hole of a Christmas' twelve days cursing and -----ing about what was seeming a mile's-fifth
lap spent every day studying.
That excepts, of course, the special suspected few from the older forms of boys who were held
over a long and Saturday into the Christmas' advent for questioning by the faculty. For them the
whole thing degenerated down within a few hours, held in suspension to wander the dorms and school
hallways getting dark and cold, each boy instructed not to talk to the others. Every one boy suspected some others either for what had happened or what might be said in consequence or both. They
were suddenly out of the important thing place, and they slipped a short plenty from the rhythms of
procedure and assurances they had come to assume and rely upon. The anticipation of going home
became through the day a bad panicked thing of wanting off a sinking ship.
Nothing was found out, of course; they took out of January a Monday Tuesday Wednesday for exams
and three Saturdays of classes to make it up. The only real effect was an impaction by distrust as
the relay and karma and them all of it all just went sick a little bit and infected.
···
Greece was a foreign land of islands and cities among an ocean, Mary knew, and not of broad
field-planes of flatlands and states between rivers, and she thought of eyesses as the dissolutively
frustra-repeating pattern of Greece and the word for the ethos for the history of that country, and
it was all pretty confused, but she did think about rivers' overrripened oxbows and the river cutting
straight right through them, M-I-S-S-I-S-S-I-P-P-I right through them yes sir, and woe to hell for
them the lands surrounded if they wake up on the wrong side of the border when it's all sorted out.
Mary saw maps and saw dozens of islands pressed against foreign jurisdictions, cut off even field
against own farm's field maybe, waiting for the river to snake's-tail again around back them. Mary
did not know of any name suggesting this scenario of her own country the United States of America,
and so the idea was never collapsed and filed away for citation later. It just lay there a layer in
her head and she thought about it and there was no word for that relationship among the river the
border the states and farms and the land. And Mary was a good looking girl, too, a very pretty head
on her shoulders.
--In general the recording was not accepted in general, and therefore, really, came the specific
refusal to believe that it was Elvis. Elvis sounded leery, and disrespectful; there was no foolery
and joking in it, but just the kind of clownish mock-sarcasm that people fall into at times, passing

off some thing with an only formality of insincerity, and thinly pretending to laugh it off. Elvis
had flopped before, over and over the pundits would say, but never cleanly with a flip and no muddle; rebellious snot's-punk to authority-man, the girls and chivalry, whatever "contradictory musical
roots", etc., but now plausibly, at least, Elvis could be considered dead and dismissed on those
grounds, and nobody would go along.
In the end the only thing going toward authenticity was that it sounded just like Elvis. He was
openly contemptful of the song, and every fact of the recording spoke to that. Whoever sang in harmony with him must had to have been chosen for tone-deafness and sounded drunk in addition. Elvis
did something at the end of a verse that one would have to say was just more soulful than feral (the
pundits would in fact say), and :: young racists : skinheads, Elvis' back band : thrashers. Except
that they played quietly, though, and that-- and slowly-- and that wasn't a bad appraisal.
Here is the train of recital on Elvis' "whereabouts", the secondary re-media organs and their
consumers this time playing the more customary, on-its-feet feint of sarcasm, reading at the checkout
not buying: this line, especially,
Hey there's a whole lotta people out ('air? ‘eere? ,?) living out their lives in a sh-- ennui,
whether with or without a comma, out here or just there; either way it could just be meaningless,
and either way it could be a message if heard often enough or closely enough; permutations of
whether or not he had crossed California borders to or from, whether or not he had died since the
recording, whether or not before, whether or not he was Elvis, whether it was a hoax, whether or not
he had an alias and whether or not a passport to reach his beloved Hawaii, all multiplied; finally
then from the yokel-news onionheads that special smirk to cap-off and top it, that dumb look of
wincing on the fencepost and grinning to deny that it hurts you.
Volumes and tomes of stupidity, coulombs and dreadnoughts and lifetimes of dumb things said,
every time one of these songs came to. Bloodbaths of stupids, measured tons of warm buoyant naughtfrom-mouths, breadloaves broken to gas and drive thousands. A dumb dumb, a dumb-dumb-dumb-dumb-dumb----in'-dumb dumb; drool and drool.
--- ····
Months of time and seasons, in just whatever released through the commonlaw-public-domain transom,
in the common majuscule of any old ebsee-dick and askey, Mary put out and Mary put out, longer in
growing and threaded linked and tabled by her tiny fluttering pos- and negative seven, neg- and positive twelve volt machine. Negative twelve to seven positive, twelve, positive, twelve negative, negative, seven, seven. She sucked up the hype and bunk on Texans and Cubans with money to lie and lay
low to cool, south, plausibly irrelevant then, ey but just tides and vehicle-mass ton-reams of information, cat'sswitch audio-high twelve and twenty-four and ninety-six to Mary. A double inside and
out-scenario functioning, structured in two-formation with go-and-stand-and-spigot points,
inevitably, the question remaining to Mary, could even some documents have spark- and eerily vaporated, or even have acid-hard copied even to sublimate. Mary read of scam-art checks that dusted down
in vaults of banks to nothing, denying a record and stopping imbursement, and she came all the way
crying a little bit fingers along under her eyes to sleep in bed for the chance and possible redemption of all the innocent lost positives, she said. James less held her than one squeezed or compress-tourned to sanity one who is bleeding fast enough to rapi-d-ly die.
-· ··· ·- -· ··· ·- -· ··· ·- -· ··· ·To amuse his wife and to help her breathe a little easily, James set out on a casual series of
Secret-Mission Actions, as he thought of them.
According to his own guilt and riding estimate, three or four thousand dollars of school money
and -employed time were blown in these pranks, and mostly in his own long and broad preparations.
Changing locks and keys for example came cheap, but James' months and two years of casual praxis and
policy manipulation may have cost the school whole man days of administrative overhead and waste, the
goal only to laxen and confound the practice of locking, almost to a point of honor-bearing, so that
keys and fobs and levers came to be treated as casually interchangeable, as common as copper on
floor, as current as germs or the curved clips temped on paper. It could have been any one of one
hundred eighty or more, moved by whatever thousands of notions to sneak one night and remove the
plastic-brass door-plate of the diocesan-newly installed and James-basemented better-to-give office
DEVELOPMENT who having public-ly licited a sharp rebuke from James after lunch sneaked the following
night and replaced the sign with handsome-high relief letters of real brass D E V E L O P M E N T.
James knew Mary took a big big enjoyment looking trying to look not embarrassed for him at the second day's lunch, as he hedged and hemmed off from outright retraction, and big, and bigger still to
blushing, even, when James-ad ventured to lose composure on day three D I S E N V E L O P M E N T,
blustering after his dignity and refusing to have his chain yanked any more, increasing a hundred-ofone hundred everyones' urge to laugh by insisting to the nonexistent secretsome one that nobody
thought it was funny. James himself was rewarded when months later the second n one night turned to
a hand-fashioned a, although an English wordplay picked up still a typically mild Siouan joke (“bull
hell warlike,” one girl said to James) and the n was returned on his polite and public acknowledgement, to a great amount of giggling.
It became an official secret function of the student government to annually do so somewhere in
the school, with an attempt toward some fresh degree of inventiveness. James was proud when as the
students' own final solution to the mess and clog in bathrooms and bother complaining from pulpit

(and terrible haircuts everywhere (and one girl’s earcut, at least, was considerable)) a storeroom
was reallocated and the money collected for a used barber chair and furnishings, proud of himself for
the two-bit four-bolt plaque he presented and personally affixed at the dedication of the Meatlop
Memorial Barber Shop. But still in mind the practical cost of all it, James anon cash-ordered an
expensive new set of maps and encyclopaediae for the library. And it's no use, he thought for perhaps the eighty-ninth time. She felt terrible.
··· -- ··
As if she stood a stylus or fulcrum or grommet and axle for a broadening line or plane or temporal object-- a slippery tilt- and sloping nympholept hole of lost effort ranged and rode balanced on
Mary zipping-- Mary hoped desperately for the spreading loose ends to arc around and meet somewhere
on the other side of things, for fusing and braiding and union, but what she encountered was only
fissure and shredding and further fraying and multiplication, Mickey all stuck in an analog-LP
needleskip to wait for his sorcerer master, a deficit-spent and -moralized scrolling Missile Command
of furthering down and broader. It just never ended with her. A book is not hard to start, they
say and she had long believed, but hard to finish even its several sentences she had learned.
People asked what she did, really, and there were years when quiet- and pleasantly she went with
James around, everywhere, drinking water, and in her constant presence and some silver-lining niche
of an anything-you-can-tell-me-whom-can dynamic people stopped telling James whole sorts of things, a
welcome surprise and a valuable service he thought. And then there were years when Mary would rarely
come from her house, and faculty gossip verged and veered at what was going on in there, who was mad
or what was to be ashamed of. She did work at the public library, and nobody knew what.
One weekend after a long such time of little exposure she came out and went down and just horsewhipped boys all day for 5-0 in a long day of a dorm's cellar's table's tennis and took the tournament little trophy that night and modestly presented it to her last rightly qualified opponent. It
drew a big crowd and she looked and smelled good doing it, working in quiet and pepping the room
between play like the semi-pro hostess which she never was, and because James made money on his wife
that day and didn't play most people figured those two played either a ----load or a ----load of
ping pong in that house, eons. Lots.
-· ··· ·Leery of her classmates, Mary-head quartered no temperance for the dumb little slut rebus they'd
fall into and back out of in a pair, as she imagined, of their halved-wood little two-leads' flits,
but rather a first-grade fear of the right-end twenty-seven to thirty-six of the green-letter model
cards above the blackboard and their persvasive spread of protocol and column-row grid and -m method.
For a long time she would address word problems only in short essays. And of course hexadecimal
notation plainly scared the s--- and life out of Mary, fearing and pine for the abc and the def of
it, and thirty-two-bit electronic television games especially made her edgy, her back to the slope
wall then of a four-bare straight letters' rebel-last ditch.
-· ··· ·Of course the irony of it to them, the former inhabitants, was the professed point of the dams
being flood control, and of course the most unexpected coming of events was in their occasional visits to their lands to see the waters stop and fail to rise above the trees, even to stop at only a
sublet of the base floors of some gutted structures having lacked the value to justify their jacking
up and moving off. The necessity was discovered and dollars smoothly pipelined to face up to this
fad, to destroy these dozens of buildings in the name and the need of public safety once all the
palliative measures of threat and signage and fence and chase were tried-and-proven flaccid and trudy
and porous and sissy and insincere in their modestly voxxed and thinny-marm hophs and haroos of "education" to keep (60-36) boys off the roofs of these buildings having swum and bridged or boated to
get there, ad-hoc-La-Z-Boy chaired upward to sun in their boxed boom and liquor, on any good day,
with dogs, had-been-seen from above as if as after floods on television news shows, the people you've
seen waiting for the helicopters to come and get them. The only really vicious memory in the minds
of perhaps one roughly-defined age-grade, the babies of one fiscal year and change, basically all the
juniors, on the reservation side at least, was the destruction of those swamped smaller barns and
silos and oversized sheds in all the dead farmyard stands closest all the new banks-- even to the
extent of a small former windmill, in the perceived misunderstanding that some one kid would want to
go alone and hold to this pole by himself, or that they'd go and take turns.
-- ·- ·-· ·· · ·-··
Back in the days, boy, the times were a terrace was something with an attitude properly facing
the river, or a tributary or its' or just any gullet and furrow open to the eventuality of the
Missouri, p-a-r-r-a-l-l-e-l-l straight running along it, loyal to the soil in its care, loyal in the
way it stood or lay or slid slowly, and now what they've all fallen over and every particles
whelmin' down, rotating in a swim roll down, until the slow and slowing of a Big Bend's Gavin, Pt.
Ft. , Randall and Oroahe to mix and state-composite. Louisiana, even, having lost almost every cheap
frog acre of territory would come back slowly as a state, you'd think, but no, it's not that way,
its annual delta dirt is negative, and Louisiana shrinks, every day and year.
And so then, so even after all the crush and indignities and absurdity of their straight new little towns off five miles rug-slid west since the last census, and even after that and a few months
more, and any day now shouldn't you have known it coming, the technocratic came or the backpage-

political or really just the bureau concern and debate with the accelerating rate of sediment runoff
from upstream and self-regulating water and soil conservation districts. All the former lands were
filling with dirt, and it was a problem for the barges of shipping companies, who had been promised
their twelve feet of clear passage, or their nine or sixteen. The dams would never fall to the seep
and the pressure, it seemed, but they'd grow to redundancy from the dirt and little water behind
them. Doomsayers claimed then and naysayers debated whether the entire goal had in fact been just
such a terrace.
--- --- --- ···· ···· ···· ····
It was easily established past interest that they each felt past friendly one-and-the-other-toward, and Mary had said, had interjected with such sweets and deft, had asked him in a long and
close stop along the street, a day so perfect that the coming of another tomorrow to top it just
added to the grieving-- ----, man, she asked him so comelily to stop by the house that night James
could ----in' feel the corn growing, then and right inside him. Yi, he thought. Oowh.
And the stupid little dink, that night all showered and smelling and looking and waiting and timing just right he fell asleep in all the heat and the armchair, reruns and dreaming and all. And he
jumped up and it was very dark outside, and he ran out the door and wondered what time it would be,
and he walked over and stood in front of Mary's house and it was very dark in there, too, and he
stood there pained and still with his head over to sides and his lids clenched a while and not bearing to look, an aweful, rueful, painful, baneful recognition and cursing and only slow belief. But
after all just how long was he going to stand there. So he went on in, and finding nothing searching the first floor went up and searched the second for Mary's bedroom.
And he sat there an other-while, not in attention but only present and keeping his body around.
It was the sort of scene in which one who'd'd smoke tobacco, as James did not, except not to wake
Mary. Someone had said something about how almost every cent or something of life was showing up;
James could never remember who or what, except of course the showing up part. At that place, that
night and James and Mary in lumbers and paja, there was felt a pressing appropriety toward the
thinking-on of certain needs and factors and their growing weights, the habeas corpus, and James sat
knees in his elbows on the edges of the floor and wall along the bed. Once a fit time had been
spanned he upp- and yawned and put off leaving and copped a half-foot of the edge of the bed, seated
first a while, just resting before the trip home of course, and then dog-shouldered up laid down
maintaining the same attitude, hipped on the edge still, and then of course there's no why not to
lay the old feet up there and finally pretty much slumping over. And of course he fell asleep. And
you might just laugh, but this is a date of high times for Mobridge, the little dink.
-- ·· ··· ··· --- ··- ·-· --- ··- ·-· ·· -- ·· ··· ··· --- ··- ·-· --- ··- ·-· ··
There were the 2X and 10X and 30, all but forget the beginning for now, but at T+108 for the
Institute came a hard and a cruciform vault-and-trenchment time. It passed quietly, and the bad-out
come was a loss and a sin and a price by omission and lost opportunity.
A teacher at the institute had been thinking how it was too bad how they'd gone left and right on
the policy of prizes, beating them back to just a few at year's end to demphasize only to make them
rather rare than scarce, and then at turn making a glut of them to spread the wealth only to make it
a race at a count like a hunt or meal of fish, or small birds, and the whole whip-tiding of the policy one way and another making the issue tedious and many of them in the school brittle concerning
it. This teacher undertook then a usurptious stragetem toward a fresh end of the trouble, forging
and sending pseudononymously to an initial group he thought worthie a self-referring three-sentence
letter instructing how it was to be copied and sent, and why, himself drawing a healthy-whole
numerolographical superstanding about a certain low number, secret-society-sizing by his own necessary projections of the school's future growth and the unlikely hood of a(n at the time) boy dying
or fagging out or perverting before the time his duty could be discharged, avoiding therefrom a
shrink of the head- and rudderless frat-societie. No boy would know of anyone, horizontally as we
would call it or above them, who definitely was in, or even surely that there was anyone else, but
only the number of letters he had received and the zero sum-difference to the number he'd send in
two years time to boys two years down. The only criterion was a demonstrated loyalty to secrecy, and
both real and fabricated tests of confidence inevitably cropped up and propagated. Of course the
size of the society would depend on boys choosing more than their letters allowed them, forgetting or
refusing to write them, or thinking they were being tricked and watched, or corrupting the letter or
even somehow the building supporting it; the letter instructed its promising boys to stare up and
count certain parts of a certain space's ceiling's architecture at which he had witnessed boys in
boredom their heads back staring anyway. A certain mathematical relationship existed between these
counts in the ceiling and counts in the letter, a hand- and checksome device resisting corruption.
And so went two groups, actually, zipping one over the other year by year, since the oldest class
of boys, this man saw, carried on consistently little with sophomores and it would be a sorely-worked
temptation just to pass out pays and favors to one's little syc fags and buddies among one's juniors, even if anonymously. He didn't think himself cleverer above all the boys of generations passing through, but hell ninety-five percent of them without trouble, and he thought could count on
sixty years, ninety years, and even two hundred were not beyond hope, at least in some perverted or
transfigured form. Hey, and sixty years ain’t squat, he thought. And he watched until he dropped
and sank and rotted the boys and wondered if it had flown, his little scheme, and he wondered if any
of them picked up on and read-into his looks at them, and he wondered whether boys at fifteen would
measure boys in the true merits or just the same chumptrix and see-cups they did girls far out of

their reach at eighteen or twenty. He appreciated the volume of his extra work poured into a silly
piece of work, but pressed to bet he would that he had guessed project- and -polated true-to-course.
He died glad, considering, and they buried him in accord with his instructions, held up and dear to
the school, imities Gottemer and prox.
·--· -··· -·-· ·-· ·-·· ··-· ·--· -··· -·-· ·-· ·-·· ··-· ·--· -··· -·-· ·-· ·-·· ··-· ·--· -···
James dreaming late that night woke up unfortunately close to Mary, even nestled, believing himself the dumbest boy in the world. After waiting a while for Mary to roll away on her own he decided
to pull out and ease away as gently as possible and hope for the best, but as he slid an ankle out
from Mary she awakned and eyes popped open suddenly she whispered, startling, "who is it?"
The noise down to cricket legs then as James bugged his own eyes, aback, and then started giggling, which was odd, and then he exhaling and fuh-h-hailing in laughter rolled unbalanced off from
his side to the floor, WHUM'pbuddle on his tailbone, laughing. In a second of painful abjection and
laces-yank fear to her ribcage, Mary could realize all of her liberties gone and everything bad her
parents could ever do to her, she prayed, if she could just stop him now and back up. Instinctively
gingerly step- and fingering down to balance on open floor she grabbed for the pillow by knuckles
and stuffed it right at him and smothered. It must have been his cheekbones she pushed with her
weight on and squeezed around, as if to crack his face in or hold it down from banging again. James
laughed more at the silliness of this as much as from relief or release, and he racked on the floor,
really taking enjoyment as you can only in your save- or remembered best or usually last few
moments, and even trying to keep quiet he just could not stop to save himself laughing.
Mary kept on him, though, and he noticed himself sniffling, though, and knuckles up to nose he
could see how he'd bleed all over and he pushed for her to give him an inch, quieting down, and he
shifted, watched with his throat back the wall, and window out to branches in a windy tree in the
sky which he didn't remember being out on that side of the house; maybe fifteen seconds whole of a
six-eight-signature, relaxing, he figured he wouldn't jump out or out to the tree, anything dramatic,
it wasn't a question of who was there, but just that, he. Mary'd the pillow around to his head's
floor, up, and index brushed to his top-lip then laid just a smoo of the highest order upon him
there and stayed, moving. The sound of the house and her heavens all lost, he could see now, when
toes-into-arches she pulled with her calves stretched almost to horses his knees up and hands to her
headsides. Ooh, and (1) ooh, (2) ah, (3) oohababy, mm, o waa oy. Humph.
-· ··· ·- · -· -· · ··· ··· ·- -·-- · · · -· -· · -· -· · · ·
It became known only within the smallest possible circumscription of financial officers how
superbly Mr. Presley's organization -imbursed the school for any cost-incursions come in hosting Mr.
Presley with his usually large support staff and staffers and how stridently zealous- they wanted to
avoid any private facts of the personal matters of Mr. Presley coming known to exploitative press
writers. Noone-body knew, although, whether the rest of them wanted him to destroy more or him to
destroy fewer objects encountered, and it was decided then by fall of vacuum to allow the market to
find its own level. Sooner or later came the typical sort of sloughed rotation among staff to
escort Mr. Presley and his grease-belly sousing-ass otiates, or sometimes them without him, worse, as
they hacked and loafed and belched around the place, or belched-around the place, sometimes bo
One year the boys all came back and waited for the day to get their summer storage from the basement room called a little emptily now they all knew the rifle range, and on that day much of their
things were found stuffed and mixed and shifted and broken open. It was assumed or suspected that
there had been some thief, and as they waited for their trunks and boxes to be checked- and signed
out, a several few of them noticed in turn that there were bullet holes through his belongings. "---in a, man," was the usual form of complaint, and they found out fifteen months later that ----licking and indeed -------tongue thrusting officers of the school had tacit and passive let Elvis'
entourage foot-shove open a lane in the rifle range and shoot off a few or -hundred rounds until the
smoke and taste in the air in their mouths had chased them all out. In the spring and the fall
thereafter the boys were looking, and squinting and blurring back across the room to see the tcb and
the logo-bolt said shot in the wall, and sometimes some would say they could see it, or could understand how someone would, and sometimes some did claim it had been tampered with, that someone unknown
had added to or unknown had taken away from the holes or divots and scratches and chips and pocks up
in that wall. It had for long time been embarrassing and then it became tedious, and rhyming with
putsch and apathetic it mushed away. These were a slutty people, even whoresome would say. Mr.
Presley became known thereafter briefly in some circles as the A Man, sometimes for a flourish the
Tennessee A Man, the Incredible Mr. A Man, or the Big Fat ----in' A Man, for all of them would just
have to repeat, resigned, ----in a, man.
-· ·The truth was that James self-pitied his own little sperm-boys and -girls should they try to
wriggle along any way but the right-back-atcha-bud direction of the dominant-out flow of his wife.
When she wasn't taking tap it was the pints and gallons in grocery or the water in a bubbling-up
turned jar on the business office's cooler, but the fact that lay impressed in James was the volume
of fluid the woman could express, and throughout how many ways. He thought of her as a trick-andthermal hygro, a metric mult- and platyplying soaker hose and sliding phenomenon, a hot summer day
and water in one end and out in many more and more than you'd put in, even. He thought about ways
of bubbling his wife and empirically measuring her fluids' in- and output, but he couldn't think of
any way to do it without her noticing, so things just held a-stasis till James figured it out, that

Mary was sneaking water on him. Oh and so that's the little game it is, he said, and she-o babybaby-baby babe-and-American-Babyed him until he forgot it right away. This happened eight times if
it seemed like one and exceptions, even, this thing with the water, if it happened even once.
-··Hell for years James knew she was doing it, but by or in no way in or through hell would he
acknowledge to Mary his knowledge of Morse's code or the signs and innuendos she was pumping upon
him. No ----ing way, at all, in toto, ad nauseam if she liked, he figured, it was no skin from his
back and if she wanted to communicate she could just do it pipes-up like everyone else. He never
could have known whether he noticed the long-dog shortpump shortpump long-dog as soon as it rhythmatized into code or whether sometime later, of course, but he did feel sure it was no sort of her
whispering into a hole in the earth, that she did mean for him to receive it, consciously he presumed, and he wasn't going to start worrying whether she knew he knew, etc. And there was no chance
he would voluntarize his own certain umphs and muscle constrictions and press them into secret service passing subterfugal messages. It did endear Mary to him, her keeping at it, until he wondered
if she had forgotten she was doing it, until it became a comfort to James, something he could have
faith in whose coming and staying, and he would never dream, as they say, of disturbing it then.
-·-And boy it took some time for these slow-boot legged records to come up the river to SoDa, some
of them, and some of them in a sorry way just homemade tapes from who knew what kind of enth-generation source. But take it or leave it, it was a long time of biting nails and waiting for Mary, and
then waiting to casually hear the songs feigning just curiosity, since she never did write away to
have some sent above the table to her or call on credit to hear them two dollars and thirty seconds
at a time. When really they were always hard on her; making love out of nothing at all was hard,
the way you make me feel was hard, purple rain was hard, the greatest love of all and body language
were both hard, and the wind beneath my wings was also very hard. Then of course they stopped,
whether because of some feared something happened to Elvis A P or just the spent energy of the whole
synth-age urban-myth hoax-prank fad. That issue itself was the end-cap debate, and it too was hard
on Mary. It was all hard on Mary.
·· ··· ···
People can yammer about their little drifts and piles of snow's-chance and they can point at one
and two hell and all the foul balls you wanted even when it's their three that sits you down, and
people can quantify and gradate, plot it a wy by days with ex the price of handpicked nose-blow, --- man they can bleed and pay nasal for vowels plucked right out of the throat and open air, and the
cows will in deed and in all the yammer theory attitude hindsight schools of mood and prof-flatting
butt-moment widnage you want still come home. But nothing; there is some and there's none and why
would James ever have stayed away from Mary a third time after those two summers teaching away at
the SOUTHERN CUM FT, the Southern Country Day School (SCDS), the Southern (formerly States here)
Military Institute (S(formerly an ess here)MI) where the first summer was something, the second something else than the first and there just wouldn't have been a third. Watch; people can put all
sorts and separate qualities of irrelevants and ingermane scattered apples and oranges as they say
and inequivalencies on some kind of falsely flattened mapro-jection little axes and plot: fabulous
terrible horrible wonderful awful tremendous splendid terrific and marvelous squished to rilly rilly
bad rilly good rilly rilly good rilly bad rilly rilly rilly good rilly rilly rilly rilly bad and so
forth, see, there it is see it's all just flux and continuum, and Mary could be lonely and Mary
could suffer again and never have imagined or realized James doing that thing to her, let- or seeing
lie established the separation come between them, it goes point line area volume ages she knew, and
Mary needed never, even in the tiniest-sliced skewed physicist-wish little energy-time space-matter
loop's-theoretic moment-in-passing have ruffled tched wet-spark enth-power down have effortless
breeze-seed electron-jumped or -jostled her head's one little cell of darkest rumination even one
little breath about James going off and living without her.
-·-· -- --- -· -··· ·-· · · --·· · ··· · · -··
There was a dead famous pioneer's body disinterred, even, and hidden in the grounds beneath the
school, hell they just pilastered the place with soft little mounds, rows like little twice baked
potato-halves, dug up and down as decoys just to hope that the delay could allow them some advantage
in court or the capital or just to effect any sort of stalemating jam. But then a judge ruled that
the only evidence of a graveyard was a grave, and since the only evidence of a grave was a human set
of bones themselves there was no chance of forestalling anything without reveal- or discovering the
pioneer himself, and so that phase and tack of the struggle was over, though it became increasingly
unclear then whether the old settler's bones, or his and his wife's or just hers, or none of them
were ever moved back or anywhere else, or whether someone else's bones had been substituted at some
point, or even some said whether anything had ever moved except dirt, since nobody ever claimed to
touch with their hands or lift any bones or their boxes, it being the kind of job it was, although
by that time, after that many years, quite lost of its flesh and a really quite clean one.
And none of it mattered, since long before the first little chestnut Damn Dam letter to the first
dear editor and long before the plans were announced and long before the first witness testified at
the first commission's first hearing. In fact, there never was any wave or point of resistance that

was never vaguely anticipated by the several two federal agencies who struggled one with the other
for years over the what and who of damming the how many little creeks and streams and nominal
rivers, or rather the few main waterways requiring the really big money (and later, dollars) and photographic opportunities. Budgets and the fleshy, cheeky voluptuous barrels of the time being what
they were then the only answer seemed to be finally to dam them all and have everyone necessary onboard and stories-together before even the first and dullest telling that they would tell them,
telling, and telling that they had told them had been ordered from the first little chump toad crap
academic. It was only a matter of how high to stack it, the water, and how much to spend to legally
compense whomever off the land. There never was any moment of crisis or drama or difference or destiny or anything except bureau reports and blue ribbon sectioning, ten-spade smiles and leaning,
deputies' signposting and many half hour-billed telephone calls by many hired attorneys and accountants and appraisers. All of the rest was just whom they say the funeral is for, over and over.
··- ··· ·So amazingly the head cadet didn't come back in the fall and no one had any hard-effect evidence
why not, not even his supposed best friend who claimed not to know anything. They were all just
there and he was not and they felt a little shock as things started going bit by bit into the fallof-fin-e-year's full rhythm and then falling behind them, all without him. And sadly soon it became
by ones and little twos apparent to them that there had been among and within them certain kinds of
implicit expectations and vague sorts of things that they were prepared to do and have done that
year that didn't seem quite to happen or be managed, and it all went off or away then in some truemagnetic pervert needle's -a-rithmin' angle down-, or lessward then toward some place other than
where they had worked and waited and gotten themselves all worked- and anted-up for, and so baited
switched and beaten back a little they all just put their heads down and trudged through it, really,
nine months and they shook hands and they got theirs and left. Too bad, really, really too bad.
·-··
Once when Mary was sleeping James saw digital-digit cheap pages of printed paper down in the
garbage, and wouldn't you know and couldn't believe it, BBOOKKEEPPEERR BBOOBBIINN U UPP D & DOOWWNN,
duplets of
TTHHIISS
TTHHIISS
AAVVEERR
AAVVEER

IISS TTHHEE EENNDD,,
IISS TTHHEE EENNDD,,
II SSIINNG AAGGEE AANNDD TTHHEE SSUUMM UUPP UUNND
II SSIINNG AAGGEE UUNNDD TTHHEE SSUUMM UUPP AANND

OOVVEERR
OOVVEERR

and did he ever know, then, that his wife was all up and down her just out and out butter----in'
crazy, boardfoot aluminum batty. Loo loo and woo hoo crazy, half-ankles up to a sound man's peter.
If you had thrubbed on your lip your own finger right in her face a full minute you couldn't have
told her she was more crazy than she was crazy. WHEW, he'd think on her, all big lick- and panting,
all his lazy eye-rhymin’ wanting down offside of her, takes more to a hydrox than the pretty printand -colated cookies. Besides what as a matter of unspoken course-’n-ding courtesy he would know
would make her laugh and contract her, O! what's inside of that girl, he knew, and O!'s she gonna
crack some day, come some cracksome day and she'd do it, he saw, regretfully, vey oh baby vey.
James was very close to his wife and her body and every victual's space of her tissue juncture's
change and sphere and synapse, as little too close it could be, vey oh baby vey.
-· ··· ·1. fight between Pvt. Newman and Cpl. Adams
2. lotsa mission farm school in there somewhere, j. in town bein stud re. stones coming back up
3. james getting to Mobridge somehow, going off to sum-job at southern c-m-fort
4. N. or A. search and finding ditto-masters in N's or A's room
5. moving school to west-river diocese
6. implying or hinting somewhere elvis' love child ? never technically graduated or even attended
7. there are three [UND][und] sets
8. , printable and non-,
9. how many caps like WHEW
10. poll said x% of americans thought of Mo as southern
11. Cpl. Newman, Pvt. Adams
12. private and corporal
-· ··· ·James one evening on Mary's insistence took them out with the farm school's fishing rowboat and
side-trolling idled them far out from the shore till she said when, the running lights up then, and
while James toyed and spun them slowly with the oars they talked and to whatever small extent the
river still had any rise over its run the wind pushed them upward. Mary told James how it no longer
was a spiracy dependent on the co-spiritors but rather just a free-ranging constancy of pattern that
could mutate and move and shape-shift itself, and while explaining this, kicking off one shoe absentmindedly, whanging the heel at the side of the boat by the toe, flying out its modest amount of
toe's-little grout and gravel's-interstice, perceived burrs or real, not appreciating the result when
back on her so grabbing right back at it and holding it out at arm's- and eyes'-level, parallax

pooch-tilt and peering in there, still saying how of course it'd have to be interagency, even departmental, really, the more the better, hell interior, agriculture, transportation if you wanted,
since the depts were half of what you'd want to keep an eye on, then shrugging, at the shoe or at
something else that James couldn't specify, she put it back on. He sat there shaking his head,
mostly at the shoe bit as he had guessed at all her head-----ed little insights and theories before,
shaking as his habit had at some time from his wife turned from rolling his eyes, and had stopped
from his enn-long em-lipped humphing to a still-and-yet sealed longer hmmhing.
So some one, or ones, had come, or close enough, to let her know when she was young where she and
just what she was from, and she believed it, this message, and she knew how it had her involved and
intricated in ways that pred- and obviated and had-outsmarted her. People, all of them, only knew
their own cues and several lines, she believed, but Mary had seen beyond all that a few blinks- and
glimpses' worth, and out from her sparse and distant province of things could interp and extrap the
whole plot as it waned rear-guarded died-out and subsided. She told him he was not related to Elvis
Presley by bloodline or marriage or adoption or anything; she had of course feared that he might be,
as she confessed to him, but after investigating it completely she could say soundly and squarely
that he simply was not, and couldn't have been, positively, negatively, absolutely. And that she was
glad to know it, too, since she was intending to whump or just anything-extremely-hard him again, any
day soon.
--- ··- ·-· ··
In only thirty years, just a few after the institute's centenary, one of its freshmen got a stack
of letters that didn't add up and didn't pretend to. The following year he got another of more that
did. After the following year he left for some kind of indian reform school trade school religious
thing on a reservation, as they heard later. Some people said he was in an accident or had died or
something, but that turned out not to be true. Others wondered if he'd been kicked out, or if he
just got pissed off or what. They never found out.
-- ··-· ···
James asked Mary then, out on the river, if she was thinking about babies again; Mary said she
was and asked why, a little ging- or jitterly, did he think they should go see a doctor or something. James laughed and said no that they should just start having sex. He meant, he said emphasizing, he meant really having sex. Mary frowned impatiently.
"Come on, we did in the uh, that, the night of the big storm, remember?"
"Honey that was three months ago. I mean, just for what it's worth, you know? We're just not
doing it all that often. I know it seems like we are, but if you were just to count all the actual
times, and add them all up, it's pretty surprising. Now you know like I said I'm not talking about
how much, or what's enough, but just, what's going to do it, all right?"
"Yeah I know, fine, but I mean... how much can you do, I mean it's not like you can just, do it,
like you just schedule it down and keep to it no matter what. I mean, there's always going to be
the factor just of chance, however hard you could try."
"Well, honey, you know optimally we'd have the best chance if we got one in every cycle."
"Oh. And I'm just gonna pop up like some turkey thing in the oven, whoops! Ding dong! Is it
Thursday night already! Oh me! Hoo boy!"
"Now come on, don't get like that. I'm just saying, theoretically now, that would be the best.
Not to let any of those little ova go for nothing."
"Oh whatever you say, James. I wouldn't want any of those little ova going all that way for
nothing, any more than you do. What's it gotta be, ten inches. Heaven forbid. Perish the thought."
"I think it's more like six."
"Hey don't give me that evil eye x-ray eyes undressing with the eyes thing James. It's not a
straight line, you ----. It's not like some ----ing interstate."
"Hey, watch your mouth, look if you want to have a baby we're gonna both have to shape up and get
with it, sweetycakes. That and lots of doin it doin it doin it doin it."
Mary said maybe just maybe, in the family-cross shielded space of a pq CR LF bd they could do it.
James said whatever she said, Mary.
·· ··· ··· ·· ··· ··· ·· ··· ··· ··
The only one incident was off the record, managed in the quasi-official group-self regulating way
the boys had, when Adams attacked Newman and there was no fight just lots of one-sided in- and
external bleeding so there needed to be some justification or satisfaction or formal resolution.
Since Newman told them to leave it alone they came together late at night and visited without him
just to make a warning that something could have been done to him, to Adams whose attitude lying up
on his elbows over pillow for maybe the thirty seconds it took was just as if the whole matter was
one of established fact or course, and they left, and that was the last said about it.
-· ··· ·Even then, still, when James came to town they were talking
He listened to them yell and yammer about it, heard them raise
ing, as if it badly needed settling who was most angry and who
was the essence of what there was to be angry about. And this
those who agreed and those who did, or had, and didn't want to

about it and angry about it still.
their voices at each other out-agreecould keep it up longer and just what
besides the plainer arguing between
talk about it any more. At the farm

school they yelled about the buildings and fields that were left down there, across the river in
town those forced and leapfrogged over to the suburbs yelled about what was abandoned over there to
the water, and everywhere they effed out names, for the boot-lick patsy flaccid labor-suckoff governor and for the worthless dutschitting shifty-faced leech sucking feds and especially for the twotiming dead booze-and-whoring stink-lifting piece of excrement they knew the bishop to be who signed
it over, that last piece they needed, who gave it to them. Ey there weren't many of them who were
going to forget about it or let it ease up, hey wake and surprise but they were pissed off. River
still there well then they were still pissed off; river still there well then they were still pissed
off. James said, or was one of them certainly who said good, to go out and let that ex-goveror know
out in his piss little ranch out in the stupid mountains stupid place for a ranch what they thought
of him, twenty or thirty of them at a time, and what if he is old screw 'im. The bishop was dead,
God have with his soul as sees fitting of course. And James didn't really care, but why not go get
those buildings, or the stones are still down there at least, or fish the stupid farms, sue for some
title, or threaten to, and it's not as if you can't still go down there, hell get some poor sucker
tourists out there and pay you to take them down, what even build them a fake new town down there if
it looks better, or worse, hey James wasn't there for civic struggles. And these ideas, they remembered him saying it all, sitting right there, earned him some regard among them though he never went
along to yell at anyone. He had some pretext for showing up there and he gained justification staying and he held a job to sustain himself after the fact of arriving of course and would carry his
share, but really there was no reason for him there, it was all and only Mary of course and the rest
was addendum.
- ···· ·· ··· ·· ··· - ···· · · -· -·· - ···· ·· ··· ·· ··· - ···· · · -· -··
They will tell you there was a man of a patrician cut of the finest cloth in Missouri who came to
disfavor and discord among his flock of volk and philistines and myopes and left. They all studied
to the side of the old slow cameras, as you will see them, in stereo, and he was well or better off
without them. What they won't tell you, and only because you didn't ask, and that's only because
they kept it a secret as they will in always and forever keep the very bests-in-portent secret, is
that he was overextended on his luck anyway. On a trip upriver once
·· ··· ·· -· --· ·- --· · ·
Sex sex sex sex holy up yum-and-oleo cows but did they ever have sex. James would imagine what
would be-- a huge and cluttered-red mess is what it would have been-- had there appeared by whatever
big red exxes wherever about the school, inside and out, he and Mary h'dad sex. Exxes exxes exxes
it would look like a big ----in' plaid, as he came to think of it, a big family tartan with a heavly
red umph to it. An open secret is just what it was, like an infantile peekaboo, so many people having had seen some incident of this behavior, and in groups, that there was something flat to the
gossip thereover within the school, and an inviolable common band of interest in not letting this
sort of news get out into general circulation. Because for a while there Mary and her husband would
slip around corners and stall in a bush or in snowbanks and cut off a lunch, the cloakrooms and
coathooks and Mary exclaiming, take a woman's sink- and bathroom or get flat to the ground under the
cover of any but a very full and u nclouded moon. Fortis and fricative, lenis and labial, lateral
nasal for all James could care, he thought his life and his luck were just too short to stop for his
wife’s public declam, and she gave it less thought than that even. For a good little time there
Mary and James just did their thing, and over and over. Realistically speaking, then, an attitude
of acceptance had to be plumbed-down divined forged or singly soul-found out by every one around, who
did not want in a million years to have to tell the Mission Rector that he was gaining a reputation
favorable only to almost all of the thirteen- to fifteen-year-old boys.
It couldn't have gone forever, though, and Mary got tummify-babied and big, fat fat fat and
almost everyone was just tickled pretty and relieved and dismissed any prior seen strenuosities as
somehow now justified. The few who dreaded breastfeeding were balanced in the wash by those several
who assumed the privilege of a far-going back interest in the child's interest having had proudly
witnessed the very moment of its conception. When by and by they all came by to congratulate and
look at the baby, Mary let just anybody hold it and count the toes, and James poofed and poffed at
people politically, taking them aside by the elbow, not to embarrass them, Mary was how she went by
family, and hell-come-to-High-on-water weren't they practically that.
--Dreaming now, into an airplane, and blearily stumbling aisling back to match the taxi-speed back
until a random row's wide and empty middle and the armrests all up. Feet to a seat and knees to a
seat and butt to seat and shoulder to seat and head on an arm to a seat and then all of the body to
the backs of the seats as they all push up and to an ascent. Atmospheric pressures in this subtly
squeeze and draw and squeeze and draw on James unhappily sleeping, until some-odd tilts and rolls
later the loud of a lack of a sound wakes him up and the plane has been parked still for who-knew
how long. A foggy wipe of the chin and up and collecting the luggage. Rotely, then, a rush past
the cocktail-and-ticket girls and through screens and the carpet of an airport of some placeless name
and more stewardesses of another named and indistinguishable airline with aisles and seats all the
same as the last ones.
This way then to-to-through Portland Tucson Fresno Raleigh Jackson Pittsburgh Baton Rouge Newark
Fort Wayne Fargo Hartford Memphis Jackson Cleveland and Baltimore until finally aisling down some one
last plane there is a yank and familiar giggling into a closet. Real arms, then, a jerk-to-taxi,
and minutes later the plane drops off, audio quells, the engines cut, and all vibrations cease.

(And even then, even after all that, and after then a long while of no such thing, just once, some
dumb heman taking down her name surprised her by repeating it interrogatively. Privately snorting up
milk she said "yes, like the virgin mother of God," and he just "hmm" hummed or grunted his understanding and wrote it down, and she laughed at him more. But that happened in North Dakota.)

Editing a high school yearbook is not a fun or normal or
healthy activity for a middle-aged man, but it is an interesting one for a historian and a helpful one for anyone
who was ever a cocky little ass as a kid. It struck me
while airbrushing that any crimes committed in the span
of these pages are now well beyond all statutes of limitation. Historians are annoyed by people being circumspect rather than stating bluntly what happened, and I
am going to do just that.
I was never involved in any yearbooks in school. Phil
Trout told me about the annual from 1973 or so which
the headmaster subpoenaed in spring to find it was just
a few snapshots of certain activities in Clapp. I think Phil
took charge and whipped out a softcover book by graduation down at Modern Printers. Funny story, but uch, I
thought, who would want to do all that work to edit a
yearbook?
In my time these books usually came out after the fact,
which worked all right. I recall that when John Hyslop
had the new seniors come sit on his floor and eat
snacks I expressed doubt that Hattie could produce two
books where Margot had none. I was duly chastised and I shrugged. I don't know what happened that year, but no book
materialized.
Ted Johnson organized a rescue party at the end of the 1987 school year, bringing Whit Hyslop and me out to see if enough
materials could be collected to make a book. That was smart, but how much can you expect when the rescue party looks like
this?
A few years later Ted had dropped out and Kathy Flanders, Whit and I were working on it in Boston, with Kathy organizing
most of the material. When I left town the dreaded brown box fell to me. The talk at the time was how to pad the thing to a
respectable thickness, so I threw in a story I wrote in my bowfront apartment about a place somewhere between a countryday on the Mississippi and a mission on the Missouri. Much later on a bus by Lake Calhoun I realized with a start that it was
also about Turtle Deam.
At some point the Shattuck business folks changed their mind about how we'd produce the thing, and as they were annoying
me I declined my opportunity to duck out. And so I was left holding the box. I never could bring myself to throw it away, so it
became a question of arranging for the necessary time and money to intersect.
Pretty short story for twenty-three years. Twenty-three years! Thanks to Hattie and the yearbook staff, Ted, Kathy, Whit, Steve
Cornish, Erika Kroetch, the Shattuck alumni development and business offices, all the photographers including Mike
Kleinberg who apparently took many of these for the Spectator, Leigh Armstrong for saving the box from the Dunster House
dorm crew, Donna Burch for her assistance, and everyone else who helped along the way. My apologies for my great share
of the delay and for the errors, omissions and anachronisms that must be in here.
This book was produced by Jostens’ old paper process, Jostens Appleworks, Pagemaker 4, QuarkXpress 3.3, QuarkXpress
4.11, and Adobe Distiller, and printed on demand by Blurb Inc. of San Francisco, California. The underformer portraits are in
chronological order and the fonts are unremarkable.
All in all, a nice looking bunch of kids.
Robb Campbell
Spearfish, S.D.
July 2009
P.S. I just found a colophon I wrote in 1993 that gave me a laugh. It began in this way:
“All I’ll say is that both the Ipseity and the stupid yearbook should have been done by the Spectator outright rather than parasitically, the teenie-lit crap by seniors and the picture-book crap by juniors. I do believe that had had he the purview old Tedman would have delivered.”
See what I mean?

